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Abstract
Health Technology Assessment (HTA) is policy research that aims to inform priority setting and resource allocation. HTA is increasingly recognized as a useful policy tool in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), where there is a substantial need for evidence to guide Universal Health Coverage policies, such as benefit coverage, quality improvement interventions and quality standards, all of which aim at improving the efficiency and equity of the healthcare system. The Health Intervention and Technology Assessment Program (HITAP), Thailand, and the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), UK, are national HTA organizations providing technical support to governments in LMICs to build up their priority setting capacity. This paper draws lessons from their capacity building programs in India, Colombia, Myanmar, the Philippines, and Vietnam. Such experiences suggest that it is not only technical capacity, for example analytical techniques for conducting economic evaluation, but also management, coordination and communication capacity that support the generation and use of HTA evidence in the respective settings. The learned lessons may help guide the development of HTA capacity in other LMICs.
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Introduction

Health technology assessment (HTA) has been widely recognized as a policy tool, which provides helpful information for allocating finite resources and ensures equitable access to needed technologies in the context of universal health coverage (UHC). HTA determines effects and implications of a variety of technology, not only medicines, vaccines, medical devices and procedures, but also social interventions whose aim is to improve health. HTA involves research in multiple disciplines in order to assess cost effectiveness, budget impact, programmatic feasibility and social and ethical issues of health interventions. The demand for HTA capacity in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) is likely to grow, partly due to the adoption of the World Health Organization (WHO) regional committees and World Health Assembly resolutions during 2012 to 2014.

HTA and its utilization is well established in high-income countries, such as Australia, Canada, and European countries. On the contrary, HTA capacity in most LMICs are lacking, especially in making links between evidence and policy. In many settings where UHC has been adopted as a national policy, policymakers express their concerns about the financial sustainability of the healthcare services and also the demand for priority setting tools. However, local research capacity is inadequate to supply HTA evidence, and the connection between research and policy is impeded by several factors, such as the lack of awareness, understanding, knowledge and adequate will on the part of policymakers, technical officers and researchers on HTA and its role in evidence-based decisions.

During the past decade, capacity building programs for HTA have been initiated by international and regional organizations and networks. These programs usually involve short-course trainings for academics and policy analysts, convening of annual conferences, and development and distribution of HTA guides, such as methodological guidance. Furthermore, regional networks mostly active in Asia (HTAsiaLink) and Latin America (RedETSA, PAHO and IADB) have helped share experiences on HTA between countries. In late 2000s, the UK’s National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) International and Thailand’s Health Intervention and Technology Assessment Program (HITAP) and their partner organizations agreed to establish partnerships to strengthen priority setting in LMICs in different regions.

While health priority setting is indispensable, lessons drawing on the experiences of NICE and HITAP will be helpful for introduction of HTA at country level. This paper reviews the efforts of the two institutes to encourage evidence generation and utilization of research in decision making in five LMICs. It also discusses the system context, including supportive factors of and challenges in the capacity building mission for each study setting.

Introduction to NICE and HITAP, and their international units

NICE and NICE International

The UK’s National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) was set up in 1999, an integral part of the government’s aim to introduce clinical governance, and improve the quality, equity and efficiency of a chronically underfunded National Health Service (NHS). In addition to a commitment to using scientific evidence of comparative clinical and cost effectiveness, NICE built up its core decision making processes based on the principles of multistakeholder engagement, transparency, conflict of interest management and contestability. Over the years its remit grew to include deciding on coverage of all new drugs introduced in the NHS, setting quality standards for all core services, including safe staffing levels, and issuing guidance on public health and social care.

In the UK, the role of independent institutions such as NICE in translating evidence into policy (‘knowledge brokers’) has been highlighted before as has the application of this model of institutional capacity well beyond health, in social policy and practice, through the country’s What Works Evidence Centers.

As NICE’s international reputation grew so did requests from overseas policy makers for support in strengthening their own systems and processes for making difficult decisions on how best to allocate their limited budgets. In response, NICE International was set up in 2008 to offer: “Advice on building capacity for assessing and interpreting evidence to inform health policy and on designing and using methods and processes to apply this capacity” for better health around the world through effective and equitable use of resources.

HITAP and HITAP International Unit

Established in 2007, HITAP is a semi-autonomous research arm of Thailand’s Ministry of Health (MOH). Its main mission is to conduct HTA and provide evidence and recommendations to decision makers. HITAP’s research, including cost-effectiveness studies and budget impact analysis, has been formally embedded as part of coverage decisions, i.e. development of reimbursable medicines list and benefit package of the Universal Health Coverage scheme (a government-financed health scheme for 75% of population). During the past eight years, over 150 studies were conducted in this institute; most of them have been fed into national policymaking process. Besides the policy analysis role, HITAP implements strategies to support HTA introduction in the country, such as capacity building for HTA researchers and users; development of guidelines, tools and a database of studies; and knowledge management strategies. In 2013, HITAP International Unit (HIU) was established to coordinate research, capacity building, research dissemination, networking and other activities at regional and international levels.

http://www.nice.org.uk/Media/Default/News/NestaAlliance_and_NICE_paper.pdf

http://www.lshtm.ac.uk/groups/griphealth/resources/grip_health_working_paper_3.pdf and references therein
Country partners of NICE International and HITAP
As of 2015, NICE International works in 7 countries in Europe, Latin America, Africa, and Asia, while HITAP works in 7 countries in Asia. The two institutes apply similar principles of selecting countries with which they work. First, the LMIC should have a goal to move toward UHC and a policy demand for HTA capacity building; second, government or not-for-profit organizations assigned as a focal point committed to absorb capacity building; third, local partners agree to work on policy-relevant case studies or pilot projects in a participatory, and transparent manner. Furthermore, NICE International and HITAP give a higher priority to countries that will enable their staff to learn more on technical and policy issues.

Conceptual framework for HTA capacity development in LMICs
HTA capacity building programs in LMICs introduced by HITAP and NICE International have the primary goal to institutionalize policy research as a means for achieving the efficient use of the limited resources in the UHC context. The two organizations developed theory of change as their framework to guide strategy and activities (Figure 1). In this framework, equitable access to essential health care is an important long term aim of the capacity development effort. As suggested by the WHO, “… institutionalizing meant promoting structures and processes suitable to produce technology assessments that will be powerful in guiding policy and clinical practice towards the best possible health and

![Conceptual framework for HTA capacity development programs in LMICs](image)

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for Health Technology Assessment (HTA) capacity development programs in LMICs.
cost outcomes\textsuperscript{20}. This indicates that HTA processes, which include topic selection, evidence generation, appraisal, and appeal in a participatory and transparent manner, involve technical and political aspects of decision making, and therefore, the need for capacity development in both these dimensions.

Building technical capacity is relatively straightforward, as essential skills and knowledge for determining the impact of health technology can be developed through training of individual researchers. However, technical capacity for HTA practically relies on infrastructure and resources, such as data availability and management, expertise in related disciplines and collaborations, procedural guidelines to ensure research quality and protection from vested interests, and research grants, all of which are limited in LMICs\textsuperscript{12,21}. Across the political dimension, HTA is not merely research but also a policy tool, since it generates evidence to inform policy decisions and practice. Institutionalizing HTA requires the capacity to connect the research community with the complex policymaking sphere a difficult task in resource-poor countries\textsuperscript{22} and even in developed economies\textsuperscript{23}.

In target LMICs, the capacity building programs provide training, advising and mentoring staff to transfer expertise and knowledge on multidisciplinary research and policy development from HITAP, NICE International and their network organizations. Other activities include convening stakeholder-participatory processes of technology assessment and mobilization of financial resources, materials, expertise and information to support HTA introduction in target countries. The deliverables include HTA policy statements, road maps, government own resources committed, method and process guides, demonstration projects, case studies and trained technical officers, researchers and policy makers. In the next step of capacity development, it is expected that HTA-informed policy will be expanded and regularly introduced, as long as the three conducive elements of political commitment, stakeholder engagement and scientific integrity can be sustained.

**HITAP and NICE experiences**

This paper illustrates key features of five programs that were purposively selected as case studies that capture different levels of priority setting capacity and achievement of the programs so far.

**Development of Maternal and Child Health Voucher Scheme in Myanmar**

Financed by Global Alliance for Vaccine and Immunization (GAVI)’s Health System Strengthening program, a voucher scheme to improve maternal and child health (MCH) has been introduced in Myanmar since 2010. HITAP was invited by the WHO to provide technical support to the MOH to formulate financing strategy to address priority health problems\textsuperscript{24}. Through a consultation process, the use of vouchers as financing approach to facilitate access to MCH services, provided by skilled birth attendants, was agreed upon by decision makers and partner organizations. A series of operational research was conducted in 2010 and 2011 to inform the scheme design and implementation, such as target population, voucher distributors, benefit package, value of vouchers, payment mechanisms and communication guidelines. Besides, cost-effectiveness analysis played a crucial role in the policy adoption, since its findings suggested that the scheme would offer value for money in saving lives of mothers and newborns\textsuperscript{25}. Since May 2013, a pilot scheme has been introduced in one township\textsuperscript{26}.

The capacity development in Myanmar did not aim to institutionalize HTA, but strengthening evidence-based policymaking capacity through the engagement of decision makers and key stakeholders in every step of the operational study, as well as conventional training on health systems research, economic analysis, and public communication. It was expected that in long term such an experience would have spill-over effects on other policy issues\textsuperscript{27}. However, for such spill-over effects to be achieved and sustained, development partners who drive the majority of health spending in the country, would have to show political commitment to using evidence and due process in priority setting and to offer continual technical and financial support. Myanmar illustrates the important role of external partners in cultivating evidence-informed decision making in low income settings.

**Strengthening economic evaluation for EPI in the Philippines**

HTA has been introduced in the Philippines since 1999 to inform coverage decisions for medicines, medical devices and procedures under PhilHealth, the national insurance scheme\textsuperscript{27}. In 2013, as the Department of Health (DOH) adopted economic evaluation as a tool for the development of the national formulary\textsuperscript{28}, it sought technical support from HITAP.

With grant from the Rockefeller Foundation, assessments of Pneumococcal conjugate virus (PCV) and Human Papilloma virus (HPV) vaccines for the national EPI were selected as demonstration studies. Aiming at transferring HITAP’s experience on vaccine assessment, Thai modelers provided guidance, access to existing economic evaluation models, and supervision to Filipino researchers. The studies suggested that both vaccines were cost effective, but countrywide HPV immunization program might be unaffordable\textsuperscript{29}. The DOH decided to scale up PCV vaccine coverage, while requested reanalysis of HPV vaccination provided on two-dose schedule as opposed to the threedose schedule, as applied in the economic evaluation, since a significant decrease in budget impact was expected.

It was considered that merely enhancing the technical aspect of decision making would be inadequate. Therefore, key players in immunization policy, including those in the DOH, national EPI and industry sector, were invited to discussion sessions on preliminary and final research findings. These aimed to fine tune the parameters and assumptions employed in the analysis, and also get policy stakeholders acquainted with HTA principles and processes. In parallel, NICE International and its partners, such as the EuroQOL team, offered training in methods of evaluation and helped review the country’s methodological and process guides for conducting HTA. Finally, with HITAP and NICE support, the Philippines joined HTAsiaLink and participated in an HTA for tobacco control initiative funded by APEC, ARCH. Capacity building through networks such as HTAsiaLink and ARCH can complement the bilateral technical cooperation activities described earlier.
Continuous support from international partners is indispensable for keeping the momentum of HTA introduction in this country. A key lesson learnt is that the development of HTA capacity can be catalyzed by beginning with a topic that the technical experts have already assessed, which is advantageous because the experts then have materials and relevant experiences to share to the local partners. This led to the completion of these projects in one year, compared to three years for the Thai studies, and two international publications in well-known journals.

**Institutionalization of HTA in Vietnam**

In 2012, NICE worked with Vietnam’s MoH on quality improvement in stroke management, with an emphasis on performance indicators that can improve patient care in a cost effective way. Through a multistakeholder process led by local clinicians, NICE and its NHS partners helped adapt the international evidence to the local setting and identify those simple and effective measures such as the introduction of stroke units and early patient mobilization. The quality standards derived from this process are now being rolled out in a major Hanoi public hospital with a view to further scaling up countrywide through a ministerial directive issued in 2013.

Health economics research has existed in Vietnam since 1990s; however, a review in 2014 suggested that economic evaluations were limited in terms of scope and number. In addition, the use of cost-effectiveness evidence to inform resource allocation has not yet been formalized, owing to the lack of policy demand and link between researchers and policymakers. From 2013 HITAP and NICE international jointly convened a capacity building program for priority setting in this country, in order to address the request of the MOH, as it pursued UHC for the population. A situation analysis was conducted to gain understanding on the current mechanisms for resource allocation; the need and demand for HTA; technical capacity; and political context including key interests for connecting research with policy. The inception phase also involved raising awareness of stakeholders on HTA as a tool for priority setting. In this regard, the Vietnamese Health System and Policy Institute (HSPI) was appointed by the Health Minister as the national HTA focal point to collaborate with key stakeholders to develop HTA framework, roadmap, strategy and guidelines.

In 2016 the MOH commissioned HITAP to provide support the revision of the Vietnamese benefits package which led to the reform of benefit package of high-cost medicines and medical devices under the Vietnam Social Security Scheme (VSS). This reform would save 3.335 billion VND (147 million US$) each year of VSS budget without minimising health outcomes by removing inappropriate use of high-cost medicines.

The capacity building model in Vietnam was designed to facilitate HTA institutionalization, by empowering local stakeholders. To do so, the main strategies in both policy and technical domains drew on HITAP’s and NICE’s experiences of conducting policy-oriented research in Thailand and other LMICs. Nevertheless, all responsible partners were well aware of the differences in health system context, including the political environment and available resources, and therefore, the need for adaptation of particular elements. Despite this, common principles of technical robustness, transparency, social accountability and policy relevance in establishing HTA institutes and of due process, such as systematic topic selection, conduction of research, dissemination of results and policy integration. These concepts were operationalized by ensuring political commitment, sense of ownership among local institutional partners, engagement of a broad range of stakeholders, and independent HTA processes.

Bringing all the different streams together, the value of this work lies in using analytical techniques such as HTA for technology evaluation and quality standard development for service improvement to inform prioritization decisions, in other words, decisions to invest pooled resources in alternative programs and technologies with a view to improving overall health in the context of UHC. Stronger capacity on HTA in Vietnam can help generate local evidence to support quality standard development that is relevant to the local context.

**Institutionalising HTA in Colombia: Human rights for one or for all?**

At the request of the Minister of Health of Colombia and with seed funding from the World Bank and DFID, and, later, through a dedicated multi-year program (2008–2013) supported by the Inter-American Development Bank, NICE International and other partners, such as IECS and national universities, engaged with the Colombian authorities to help institutionalise the process for deriving a basic package, with an emphasis on technologies. In the context of strong political commitment for reform coming from the very top of the government, one of the triggers for the specific project and the initial invitation to NICE by IDB was perhaps the challenge set to the government by the country’s courts to integrate the two benefits packages (the less generous subsidised package with the more generous contributory one) and the procedural, technical and process problems posed by this decision.

Through a series of visits, exchanges and analyses, and with capacity mobilised from across Latin America, including Argentina’s Institute for Clinical effectiveness and Health Policy (IETS) and in-country IDB expertise, NICE International, IECS contributed to an institutional and organisational blueprint, including an operational business plan, which evolved into legislation establishing IETS, the Institute for Health Technology Evaluation.

A parallel stream of technical work concentrated on comparative assessment of selection of Western (Oregon Medicaid; the Netherlands, UK, Australia) and Latin American (Chile, Costa Rica, Brazil, Uruguay) national systems, in consultation with the MOH officials. The analysis described listing as well as pricing and reimbursement processes across the selected countries, as well as actual listing and pricing decisions on the 20 pharmaceutical products (such as bevacizumab, insulin glargine and tacrolimus) most commonly requested through judicial challenge of insurer’s exceptional committees in Colombia.
The capacity building stream focused on building technical skills within Colombian universities and professional organisations in HTA and clinical guideline development, through training courses, hosting Colombian delegations of policy makers and researchers in the UK, and secondment opportunities for Colombian colleagues – the first director of IETS spent 6 months working at NICE International as part of his post graduate degree at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine (LSHTM).

The political momentum for such an effort came from the President himself, as described in the Presidential blog, which also quotes former British PM, Tony Blair identifying NICE as one of his most important achievements for the UK’s healthcare. It has been a tough process. Over two years after its formal launch, IETS is positioning itself in an ever changing system faced with threats to its financial sustainability. Coordinating cross government functions is a challenge for IETS, both in terms of responding in a timely fashion to policy priorities and in terms of linking its analyses to existing decision making processes currently led by different directorates across the major healthcare stakeholders. Perhaps the most important challenge, however, is the role of the courts, whose rulings on an individual basis undermine the very principle of UHC and invalidate any efforts by government to institutionalise priority setting. A recent ruling challenging the regulatory process and a decision to mandate government to pay for an experimental treatment for a patient in a specialist centre in the US, are two examples of the challenge Colombia is facing.

Reducing maternal deaths in Kerala: Bringing clinicians and policy makers together through an evidence-informed quality improvement process

HTA is very much about due process, with an emphasis on stakeholder engagement and participation. Kerala, a southern Indian State of 30 million people, has one of the lowest rates of maternal mortality in India. Nevertheless, with a maternal mortality rate of approximately 88 and every single death of a mother giving birth triggering wider social unrest and severe questioning of the authorities in the media, reducing maternal mortality was deemed to be the State’s first priority. With a committed Principal Secretary and support by DFID, Rockefeller’s Joint Learning Network and the Wellcome Trust, NICE International worked with the State government and leading state professionals to develop and test out evidenced Quality Standards for tackling the top causes of maternal mortality, starting with post-partum haemorrhage (PPH). As in the case of Vietnam, the emphasis was on turning evidence-informed guidelines into locally relevant measurable performance indicators, through a consultative and transparent process. This was followed by assessing how specific measures could be implemented locally, taking account of costs and feasibility issues. This led to training programmes targeting all labour room staff, the development and roll out of a new maternity register and the purchasing and distribution of new disposable delivery kits, including simple equipment for measuring blood loss.

Scale up of the standards across both public and private hospitals throughout the State begun in 2013 and early results suggest a reduction in the incidence of PPH and in mortality rates in the pilot hospitals, though it is still too early to draw final conclusions. In fact, even though the project introduced a new registry for measuring processes of care and outcomes, data availability, in particular baseline data needed in order to establish impact, proved to be an area in need of further strengthening.

The Kerala experience highlights the importance of involving healthcare professionals from the local constituency right from the beginning of any engagement. The success of the Kerala work relied heavily on the leadership of senior professionals from the Kerala Federation of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (KFOG) who had been leading for years on the only State-wide confidential enquiry into maternal deaths in India: “Why Mothers Die”. It was this enquiry that helped identify cost-effective measures targeting the main causes of maternal death. A proactive press following the story from the very beginning, also played an important role.

Discussion

Lessons learned from the capacity building programs in five LMICs

The five case studies illustrate the features of capacity building efforts for priority setting in different health system contexts. In the beginning, a situation analysis was conducted in each setting to determine political commitment, demand for priority setting, technical expertise in local institutes, as well as stakeholders’ attitudes and positions towards the introduction of formal priority setting mechanisms. Long-term availability of government budget to match with international grants was also explored, as local resources are necessary for sustainable evidence-based priority setting. Therefore, in some countries with notable constraints of resources, like Myanmar, the goal of capacity development was not HTA institutionalization, but rather to expose decision makers and technical officers with evidence-informed policymaking concept and practice.

Although the situation analysis could help identify potentially-successful countries and strategies for enhancing HTA capacity, the dynamicity in the political context and its effects on the
practice of evidence-informed policy decisions seems to be unavoidable, such as in the case of Colombia. Furthermore, delays in the conduct of capacity building activities were observed in some study settings, owing to inadequate management ability of focal-point institutes. This indicates the need for monitoring and evaluation, as well as risk assessment and risk management approaches as integral components of program implementation.

The five study settings have reached different stages of HTA institutionalization. In most countries the capacity building activities delivered observable outputs, according to the conceptual framework, such as trained personnel and demonstration research projects (Figure 1). However, the outputs obtained from program activities are inadequate for institutionalizing HTA. The most challenging task for HITAP and NICE International is to foster political commitment, stakeholder participation and technical integrity of HTA research as key factors of intermediary and long-term outcomes, i.e. sustainable use of evidence in policymaking and institutionalized HTA, respectively. Furthermore, although HTA institutes have been operating in some countries like Colombia, the capacity to ensure their performance and achievements has to continually be strengthened and the broader political commitment to supporting them, at the highest level, maintained. Through the implementation of WHA resolution 67.23, LMICs should benefit from programs and activities under the auspice of the WHO and other international partners along the lines described above.

Literature on HTA capacity building in resource-poor countries suggests that political will, involvement of stakeholders, technical and financial support from international partners are crucial. The capacity development programs managed by HITAP and NICE International contribute to the literature as such experiences help identify common success factors in the five study settings as follows:

1) The concept of HTA needs to be endorsed by senior decision makers including not only politicians but also health officers; this can be achieved building on the reputation of local as well as international partners. The importance of political buy-in at the Presidential level in Colombia and Ministerial level in Vietnam are cases in point.

2) The process of HTA capacity development should be demand-driven, based on local policy agenda in order to link HTA to policy decisions and also help build trust. In countries without demand for use of evidence in certain policy areas, long-term capacity development to encourage evidence-informed priority setting may not be worth the effort. In the Philippines, the government had a clear question (linked to vaccine listing) to be addressed. This demand triggered external support and also helped mobilize internal funds, leading to the country joining regional HTA networks and committing own resources to develop a designated HTA unit within DOH.

3) It is important that local institutional partner(s) are capable of doing technical work and of convening other stakeholders in-country as part of the HTA process. Based on our experience, many academic institutions in LMICs do not interact with decision makers, which limit their ability to contribute to policy and HTA capacity building. Thus, MOH or an MOH designated institution are involved as major partners. In Vietnam, HSPI, working closely with MOH as the latter’s technical arm, has been a most valuable partner and a focal point, designated by the government, through which capacity of local universities has been harvested and applied to the task of HTA analyses.

4) Ability of capacity building program managers to mobilize internal and external resources to support local partners is necessary. This is because health priority setting requires research in multiple disciplines which do not available in one single institute responsible for providing training courses and also for other facets of capacity building programs including management. Here the role of development partners in poorer countries such as Myanmar is critical. Without continuous support and coordination, evidence informed policy making can never become a reality relying on government efforts alone.

Limitations of this paper

This paper offers a narrative of case studies over a short time period, making it hard to derive conclusions as to the success or failure of the capacity building model we are describing here. The information shared is in the form of direct experiences of the authors; as such, the information provided may not be neutral as it does not incorporate others’ viewpoints, for example, local partners and international organizations. However, these experiences have been published as scientific findings in peer-reviewed international journals.

Moreover, it is too early to determine health outcomes of HTA-based policies in the five study countries, and this is not the main focus of our paper. Based on our experiences, this is a time consuming and deeply political process, and HTA processes are implemented sometimes after several years of HTA evidence generation. Owing to such limitations, this paper does not offer recommendations on effective models for health priority setting in LMICs, but sharing experiences of the two organizations and lessons learned in different contexts. Perhaps the most important component of our work is to empower local apply the technical and political process of making evidence-informed decisions.

Future challenges

The work on HTA capacity building within countries requires long-term effort and flexibility. As discussed earlier, it is difficult to plan well in advance the next steps, which is challenging to sustain such support in the long-term. For HITAP and NICE International, it has proven difficult to obtain funding for work that does not offer clear, measurable and certain deliverables. We are constantly faced with uncertainty and are subject to local champions and to political priorities guiding each country’s agenda.

A further challenge more specific to low-income countries (LICs), has to do with capacity at regional level and the degree to which HTA processes can be regional as opposed to country specific. The European model of HTA, EU netHTA, involving different levels of activities such as joint work on HTA,
methodological guidelines, information technology tools, legal framework, and institutional structure\textsuperscript{5,8,10}, may be applicable to regions such as APEC or the Americas. Societies such as INAHTA, HTAi and ISPOR can have a role to play in capacity building. Emerging models such as HTAsiaLink are also valuable means of strengthening capacity.

Linked to the above to LICs, is the role of international donors in institutionalizing HTA as a technical and political tool to set priorities. The fact donors often control valuable resources for buying commodities (whereas MOH resources tend to be committed to infrastructure and salaries) and tend to have needed technical resources makes them the ideal conduit for HTA. However, their work concentrates on specific diseases (GF) and technologies (GAVI), making allocative efficiency considerations less applicable. With more countries interested in merging vertical programs with their own basic packages and with donor support declining, HTA is likely to become increasingly important.

A final challenge is the role of the private sector in the process of building institutional, data and technical capacity for HTA. Within a transparent framework where interests can be managed on all sides and participation is encouraged, HTA can serve as an ideal platform for the healthcare products as well as the private insurance industry, reducing uncertainty regarding market access and helping set standards for managing providers, respectively. Our experience has been that HTA is an engagement tool that can benefit private players, many of whom still see it as a cost-containment measure.

Conclusion
Introducing evidence-informed priority setting in LMICs requires long-term, political commitment and support from politicians and senior health officers. Importantly, the direction for evidence generation and related capacity development should be shaped by local policy demand, which varies from setting to setting. Stakeholder and public participation in identifying HTA topics, conducting research and making policy decisions is a good practice. A key role of outsiders like the international units of NICE and HITAP is to provide general guidance on each step of HTA institutionalization that is relevant to conditions in particular countries. This also includes offering assistance for building technical, management and communication capacity of individuals and organizations that support the generation and use of HTA evidence in the respective settings.
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Abstract
“Such experiences suggest that it is not only technical capacity, for example analytical techniques for conducting economic evaluation, but also management, coordination and communication capacity that support the generation and use of HTA evidence in the respective settings”

The above statement is not exactly clear from the country write ups. Perhaps authors could stress on each component (i.e. management, coordination and communication) in each case, by pointing out clearly how this happened for each case in the narrative. For example authors made mention of some delays in the conduct of capacity building activities in some settings due to inadequate management ability of focal point institutes. This is not clearly presented in the narrative. We suggest this be clearly outlined in the narrative for each case or for those that it is applicable before those conclusions are made in the abstract.

Main text
The objectives of the paper do not come out clearly. Since the focus of the paper is on HTA capacity building, it would be great to tease out for each case:
1. What kind of trainings were given
2. The baseline skills of staff trained e.g. for researchers, did they have any basic understanding of HTA?
3. How these people were selected
4. If they required to have some particular basic skills before they qualified to be trained

For each case study, readers would benefit from a highlight
1. The stage of HTA institutionalisation they were in
2. The challenges of the capacity development project

3. Supportive factors

4. The type of stakeholders that were involved in the process

5. Participation of stakeholders; their involvement and how that facilitated the process (this is done very well for the Philippines case study)

For the Colombian case, readers would benefit from a brief comment on the types of national health insurance that existed, how HTA is been used for each and its challenges like the numerous context in courts, highlighting on the reasons for the context, before this is introduced under the discussion section. As it stands now, readers will need priori knowledge of the Columbian health system and national health insurance scheme to understand and appreciate the context under which the discussion is made.

Discussion
The paper could benefit from the following discussion points (that is if authors have such information)

1. Since for each case study, each country was at a different stage of HTA and its use in decision making, it would be great to highlight on the skill set that was already available for countries such as the Philippines and Columbia, and the difference it made in terms of knowledge transfer

2. Did the context under which HITAP and NICE went to develop capacity in each case affect the whole process of HTA institutionalization, including capacity development: in terms of acceptance, preparations for it, etc. Were the challenges, available skills, supportive factors and stakeholder participation differ from case to case especially in terms of the stage of HTA that they were in?

Authors need to review the text for some language errors. For instance, there are some typos under limitations section on page 8 and future challenges section on page 9 and some incomplete sentences.

Is the topic of the opinion article discussed accurately in the context of the current literature?

Yes

Are all factual statements correct and adequately supported by citations?

Yes

Are arguments sufficiently supported by evidence from the published literature?

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn balanced and justified on the basis of the presented arguments?

Partly
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This article is a descriptive account of five case studies involving the work of NICE International and HITAP in LMICs. This being an opinion piece not all arguments are supported by evidence from literature. The Theory of Change (ToC) model is excellently conceived and can be a very useful tool for future analysis of HTA work in these countries. However, this paper would benefit from the following:

1. There needs to be updated information in places. eg. page 4, 2nd line, mentions country partners of NICE International and HITAP as of 2015. Considering the fact that this is end of 2017, an updated information would be better appreciated. Also, in page 5, in the section on Philippines, it would be good to update whether the HPV vaccination schedule was adapted as a two day/three day schedule. Currently, it reads incomplete.

2. The limitations of this paper are well articulated especially the acknowledgement that other view points exists. The author’s mention in the limitations that “However, these experiences have been published as scientific findings in peer-reviewed international journals”. In this context, a list of references of these experiences/other view points (perhaps one/two from each country) can be included in references.

3. There are some minor editing/typological errors which can be corrected.

With the above changes the paper can be indexed.

Is the topic of the opinion article discussed accurately in the context of the current literature?
Partly

Are all factual statements correct and adequately supported by citations?
Yes

Are arguments sufficiently supported by evidence from the published literature?
Partly

Are the conclusions drawn balanced and justified on the basis of the presented arguments?
Yes
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